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Board Chair Letter
Dear ICSV Community,
It’s an exciting time to be a part of the ICSV community. For over three
decades, ICSV has dedicated itself to educating and shaping young hearts
and minds. In recent years, we’ve cleared many external hurdles,
embraced the challenge of becoming an International Baccalaureate
school, and improved various aspects of our facility, programming, and
curriculum. We’ve seen a tremendous growth in enrollment, and we’re
on a solid financial footing. With all of these things in mind, we’ve begun
to envision what opportunities we should embrace for the future of the
school. Over the past two years, the School Board and Administration
have undertaken a strategic planning process, incorporating feedback
from the school’s stakeholders, with the goal of presenting a Strategic
Vision for the next five years. This Vision builds on the firm foundation
put in place and presents some key initiatives that will take us to new
levels of excellence in all that we do as a school. Important themes
running throughout this Vision are a relentless commitment to academic
excellence; an individualized, student-centered approach; and growth in
character that will help each and every one of our students to prepare for
university and beyond. We invite you to read through the plan for
becoming “an international school of choice where every student is
nurtured and empowered with truth and knowledge for life.”
Gratefully yours,

Brad Hunter, for the ICSV Board

Our Foundation

ICSV has reached a key point in its history where many external
hurdles have been cleared and now the school is on a strong
footing enabling it to focus its attention on enhancing its goals and
mission. The time is right to consider plans for future expansion
both in numbers and in programming. The Strategic Vision for the
next five years presents an analysis of current policies and
procedures in order to set into motion additional strategic
initiatives based on informed decisions derived from stakeholder
input and standardized assessments.
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The Process
Over the last two years, the ICSV community has been involved in
a strategic planning process that has led to the development of the
Strategic Vision for 2018-2023. The Vision is the result of the following:
•

Collection and analysis of data - standardized test scores, enrollment
statistics, extra-curricular engagement data

•

Input from the school’s stakeholders - two parent surveys, an alumni
survey, a student survey, a faculty/staff survey, spiritual formation
surveys, high school student leadership group input, senior exit
interviews, parent exit surveys

•

A new written Vision Statement looking to the future

•

SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis
- conducted by the School Board and Administration, under the
consultation of the ACSI Regional Director for International Schools

•

Insight gained through the Association of Christian Schools
International (ACSI) accreditation process - input from focus groups
composed of parents, staff members, administration, and board
members; areas studied: philosophy and foundations, leadership,
home and community relations, student services, personnel
management, the instructional program, student care, and character
development

•

Affirmation from the Association of Christian Schools International
(ACSI) and Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools (MSA)
- renewal of seven-year accreditation after in-depth study of the
school’s policies, procedures, and programming

•

The writing of a Continuous School Improvement Plan (CSIP) based
on the findings of the focus groups and the ACSI accreditation team

•

Formulation of preliminary Strategic Vision, which was presented to
school staff and parents for input

This key document is the culmination of two years of work. It serves
to cast a vision for the future of the school. Embedded therein is the
school’s mission to providing a high quality, individualized education
within the context of a Christian school that values character and
service.
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↲

MISSION

ICSV provides high quality,
individualized education, equipping
students with Christian character to
impact the nations of the world.

BUILD IN: STAFF
BUILD UP: STUDENTS
BUILD OUT: STRUCTURE

↳
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VISION

An international school of
choice where every student is
valued and empowered with
truth and knowledge for life.
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BUILD IN: STAFF

Effective teachers have a direct influence on the students’ overall school
experience and, in particular, their academic achievement. ICSV is
committed to building into our staff by fostering a culture of continual
improvement, allowing teachers to enhance student instruction while
striving for excellence in the academic program.
• Recruit and retain high-quality educators with solid Christian faith
• Continually develop, recognize, and support staff
• Develop a faculty compensation plan based on education,
experience, and certification
• Foster a culture and mindset of excellence and continuous
improvement in all areas

BUILD UP: STUDENTS

The systematic application of the latest research-based knowledge to
enhance student learning is key to providing students with a high quality,
individualized education. ICSV is committed to building up its students
through the intentional and effective use of standardized assessments and
stakeholder input to foster a caring community and culture of excellence.
• Develop an assessment and input-based culture that focuses on
achieving our mission
• Foster a respectful and caring Christian culture that values
individuals
• Increase program offerings in academics and extra-curricular
activities
• Integrate technology into the school program, beginning with
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device)

BUILD OUT: STRUCTURE

Facilities that are strategically developed with the learner in mind help
enhance student achievement, improve student behavior, and increase
student engagement. ICSV is committed to making fiscally responsible
decisions to expand and improve the school’s facilities and operating
systems in order to provide the resources needed to achieve excellence
in all areas of the school’s programming.
• Develop a facilities plan in order to expand and modernize current
and future properties
• Develop an advancement plan in order to fund facility and
operational improvements
• Enhance operating systems and procedures to allow for optimal
resource allocation and efficiency
• Develop and implement a communication strategy aimed at
positioning ICSV as a leading provider of international education in
Vienna
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MISSION STATEMENT
The International Christian
School of Vienna provides high
quality, individualized education,
equipping students with Christian
character to impact the
nations of the world.

VISION STATEMENT
An international school of choice
where every student is empowered
with truth and knowledge for life.

CORE VALUES
•
•
•
•
•

Christ-centered
Excellence
Integrity
Respect
Service
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Our Commitment
ICSV is committed to the attainment of its
goals by means of strategic initiatives that
correlate with the Strategic Vision 2018-2023.
The School Board adheres to sound
governance policies that monitor the
achievement of its aims through thoughtful
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strategic planning that supports academic
excellence, character development and values
the individual student. The school’s staff and
administration commit themselves to
continuous reflection and improvement in all
areas of the school’s programming.
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